
Teacher Crossword

ACROSS

1 Which teacher has
visited 45 of the 50
states in the U.S.?

5 Which teacher spends
their weekends at
dance conventions?

7 Which teacher studied
abroad in Australia?

8 Which teacher is a fan,
and looking forward, to
the Bruins and Celtics
in the playoffs?

11 Which teacher met
their wife at La Salle in
2008?

13 Which teacher is a
lifelong Yankees fan
originally from the
Bronx?

14 Which teacher lives on
a farm with 32 pets?

16 Which teacher loves
black licorice?

17 Which teacher drives a
red Ford?

18 Which teacher has
dual citizenship in the
USA and Venezuela?

20 Which teacher has a
puppy named Louis?

22 Which teacher knows
how to play 10
instruments?

23 Which teacher lived in
Rome in 2002?

25 Which teacher lived in
France for the last two
years of high school?

26 Which teacher has
about two bobas every
week?

27 Which teacher started
high school when they
were 12 years old?

29 Which teacher has
been teaching at La
Salle for eight years?

33 Which teacher lived in
Madrid, Spain for nine
months?

34 Which teacher has
tickets to Taylor Swift
this summer on their
birthday?
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35 Which teacher was
also the Service
Learning Coordinator?

37 Which teacher lived in
the Netherlands for
four years?

38 Which teacher plays
professional poker?

39 Which teacher was
born and lived in Africa
until they were eight
years old?

2 Which teacher used to
spin records as a DJ?

3 Which teacher has met
Taylor Swift’s mother
seven times?

4 Which teacher earned
their first Master’s
degree at Notre Dame
and their second at
DSU?

6 Which teacher grew up
in southern California?

9 Which teacher used to
coach track from 2015-
2019 at La Salle?

10 Which teacher has
long fingernails on one
hand and short on the
other to play an
instrument?

11 Which teacher is from
Omaha, Nebraska?

12 Which teacher worked
at an outdoor school?

15 Which teacher recently
moved to Oregon from
Massachusetts?

19 Which teacher has
good foot and eye
coordination?

21 Which teacher lived in
Shanghai, China for
eight years?

24 Which teacher was
once briefly mistaken
for an usher during a
performance of
"Chicago" in NYC?

28 Which teacher has
never eaten a
hamburger?

29 Which teacher owns
and drives a 3-
wheeled, electric dump
truck?

30 Which teacher has a
sibling that is 20 years
older than them?

31 Which teacher has a
calendar of their cat on
their desk?

32 Which teacher had a
Green Card up until
they were 17?

36 Which teacher has a
daughter who is a
junior in high school?






















































